submitted by jjz
"i had a purple bruise on my arm for 2 weeks from holding that dick too tightly"

“If it's not Eurah, I'm done.” -lahuang4

submitted by jamesvr
"Oh I get a white male membership card? I'll get so many more jobs."

"James” -harlin

submitted by bmatt
"It's like a spooning condom"

submitted by bmatt
"I want my taxpayer dollars to go into nuking something in my lifetime"

submitted by eurahko
"At CS interviews, I always choose Python. I'm a basic bitch."

submitted by rneogy
"I always knew deep down that Harlin was a Jewish white kid."
submitted by jamesvr
"We're basically married so we can't like each other."

“rupayan and aaron” -eurahko

submitted by bmatt
"How did I ever do 69?"

"units" -ksmori

submitted by zsheinko
"It stimulates your mind AND your body"

“I feel like that’s MIT"
“Mens et manus”

submitted by eurahko
"I AM NOT HUMPING THIS BALL"

submitted by jfabi
"What? Staly sank in the Dead Sea?!"

“Is that because he's so salty?”-fishr
Top emailers to who-said-it-in-safetythird@mit.edu.

submitted by jfab

"I am full...I am full."

"hans" - eurahko
"Not possible" - fishr

submitted by eman17

"Would you like an attractive pair of histograms?"
submitted by tricias
"favela why are you trying to give me heartache"

“Me” -jamesvr
“Literally everyone. *I'd put a winking face here if I ever used those emojis.*” -dfavela

submitted by mvuyyuru
"What would happen if Xuan turned into a lightbulb?"

“Xuanshine!”

submitted by xtnbui
"Just declare war on Indonesia, it'll be worth it."

“which one of you was playing civ” -smmchugh

submitted by jamesvr
"Guys quiet it's Orlando Bloom. Show some respect."

submitted by gopalan
"If a corset can make even Kiera Knightly's boobs look like that maybe we should go back to corsets"
"Good thing it is between my legs like everything else I hold precious."

submitted by eman17

"This f***ing hunk of butter is irritating my throat."

submitted by jamesvr

All other emailers to who-said-it-in-safetythird@mit.edu.
submitted by cmzhang
"I have a baby blender; wait that sounds really bad"

submitted by tricias
"I've been to one sleepaway camp, and it was diabetes camp"

"And they didn't have s'mores!"

submitted by zsheinko
"You have to want me! Why don't you want me?!"

“2.671” -kkarthur

submitted by harlin
"Koreans give the best massages. The FOBier the better."

submitted by kkarthur
"That's how we should reduce the number of tsum-tsums in the wing. We should just eat them."
submitted by mvuyyuru
"Corzo told me he's never heard me talk badly about anyone before. Then I realized it was because he's never heard me talk about Ben"

submitted by jamesvr
"edX is my Pornhub"

submitted by mvuyyuru
"Greece is so nice! You can just buy the whole place for four euros"

submitted by jamesvr
"There is no movie in Ba Sing Se"

submitted by bmatt
"The patriarchy supports me. It's great!"

“Sounds like James” -lotusez3

submitted by jamesvr
"Actually Staly with hips would be a very pretty lady."
submitted by akwasio
"There are 6 croissants left. If any one of them is missing, you'll be celebrating Women's Day as a woman."

submitted by vvachh
"My nose got all stuffy and I started babbling about hybrid orbitals."

submitted by gopalan
"guys James is related to Ben Franklin who is responsible for daylight savings time. #PIEJAMES2016"
submitted by nenright
"For the love of God, tickle him!"

submitted by akwasio
"You know what they say. Bros before prose."

submitted by jimmy42
"Tracy keeps winking at me. Are we flirting, Tracy?"

submitted by tiffwang
"The only social network I'm a part of is piazza."

submitted by nenright
"I saw myself and it was terrifying"

“Me, when I stare into the hearts of the cruelest among us.” -joshbs

submitted by jamesvr
"It's only homoerotic because I'm naked."

submitted by tricias
"my mom raised chickens... and she killed them in the basement"
submitted by harlin
I don't know where my pants are

“Announcement. Pants were found. With Runpeng” -rneogy

submitted by bmatt
"Judging by the fact that you get presents instead of coal, I would say that Santa does not exist"

submitted by mabrams
"I was holding my Bena"

“Akwasi to clawbena?” -asipser

submitted by jamesvr
"Do you want to be a dick and bang on the floor?"

submitted by mvuyyuru
"I like this wing because it has a hoarder mentality, like me!"

submitted by joshbs
"Boo has enough adventure in his life considering how many things go in his mouth"
submitted by eurahko

senior ball uber?

“Eurah” -bmath

submitted by joshbs

"This is probably wrong, but I'm too lazy to fix it, so it's going to get submitted"

“Literally everyone.” -tricias
“Literally the past 8 years of school” -jcorzo

submitted by joshbs

"Well I don't understand that, so I'm going to do what I do best and stab someone"

submitted by harlin

"But then what if you and your bathroom buddy both get lost in the mountains?"

"Well then you have a source of food."

submitted by mvuyyuru

"It's going into my pants...it's too big!"

“Anything when women's jean's pockets are involved” -lotusez3
Owners of lists with “safetythird@mit.edu” as a member. (SHAME ON YOU.)

submitted by cmzhang
"Fun is contagious, joy is contagious in Brazil"
"..And so is Zika"

submitted by nenright
"I'm not going to hula dance, you fuckers"

“for sure kyle” -zsheinko
“+1 Kyle, with a polite apology for the expletive afterwards.” -mvuyyuru
Did you know? Joining safetythird@mit.edu also puts you on other 141 mailing lists!
Here are some of the highlights:

- has-anyone-found-runpeng
- seguridadtercer
- pie-harlin-2015
- runpeng-is-nefarious
- someone-in-safetythird-is-stranded-at-desk
- 3xx-party-series
- who-drew-it-in-safetythird
- safetyfirst
- safetysecond
- safety-transport
- someone-in-safety-third-is-having-a-personal-problem
- safetythird-is-showerless
- kyle-smells-like-a-beautiful-day
- stalythird
- someone-in-safetythird-is-taking-2.671
- safetywarn
- defenestration-prohibitited
- aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
- o--------o
- fyeahnormandy
- lounge-animals
- who-said-it-in-safetythird
- safety-snacks
- sophiemoira
- beanbag
- clare-talks-dirty
- staly-needs-water-and-fertilizer
- someone-in-safety-third-needs-a-moving-company
- safetythird-fridge-batman
- late-night-feels
- where-the-hell-is-antonio
- where-the-hell-is-staly
- norman-is-distributing-cheese
- akwasi-said-it-in-safetythird
- james-roggeveen-is-dying
- fuck-you-kyle
- safety-alarm
- victor-is-up-to-something-again
- josh-needs-to-borrow-a-calculator-in-safetythird
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT LIST SPAM